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MEDIA RELEASE November 30, 1987
UM LAB TO MEASURE DIFFERENCES 
IN TWO STYLES OF NORDIC SKIING
By using the upper body as well as the legs in a diagonal 
stride, a cross-country skier burns more calories and uses more 
oxygen than he would if he were bicycling or running. But what 
if the average skier uses a new technique -- cross-country 
skating -- that enables him to go faster for longer periods?
This winter the University of Montana's Human Performance 
Laboratory will test and compare how many calories the average 
skier burns while using the traditional cross-country skiing 
style and the skating technique at the same speed.
"We'll look at the new technique of skating and see how 
efficient it is," says Michael F. Zupan, exercise physiologist in 
UM’s Health and Physical Education Department.
Cross-country ski racers kept with the traditional or 
diagonal stride until a few years ago when top cross-country ski 
racers revolutionalized nordic skiing with skating.
Although skiers have long since used skating steps to 
negotiate corners, they're now using it almost exclusively in 
freestyle races. Classical races allow for the traditional style 
only. Skating has also changed the skating skier’s equipment, 
now with shorter skis, longer ski poles and different ski waxes.
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When elite skiers skate, they use about 10 percent less 
oxygen, or burn 10 percent fewer calories, than they would skiing 
at the same pace using the single-pole or diagonal stride, Zupan 
says.
"They’re able to skate at the same speed and not use as much 
oxygen, so they can skate at higher speeds during the races," 
Zupan said. However, he says, the top skiers train three hours a 
day and have mastered the skating technique.
"Recreation skiers and occasional racers may not have 
mastered skating," he says. "They're able to go faster, but 
we're not sure what their oxygen costs are for the two 
techniques."
Zupan is recruiting 10 to 15 men 35 years and younger, who 
have taken up skating on nordic skis in the last year or two, to 
be tested this January.
As part of the lab tests, each participant's percentage of 
body fat will be determined by underwater weighing and his 
maximum ability to use oxygen will be measured while running on a 
treadmill.
On snow, each one will ski alongside a moving snowmobile 
while hooked up to its attached lab appartatus. A mouthpiece 
with its one-way valve going into a long tube will be fastened to 
his head.
Using both methods for one minute each, the skier will 
exhale into a tube emptying into a bag attached to a pole on the
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snowmobile. His expired gases -- oxygen, carbon dioxide and 
nitrogen -- will collect in the bag and will be analyzed later in 
the lab.
The skiers' heart rates will be measured by a watch-like 
microcomputer, a new device that stores the heart rate every five 
seconds. Back at the lab, the stored heart rates will be 
transferred from the watch into the main computer for analysis 
with the other data.
For those who want to have their fitness levels tested, 
treadmill and underwater-weighing testing will also be available 
to the public beginning this winter. The treadmill test costs 
$55, and the underwater weighing test costs $10. Make an 
appointment through the HPE office by calling 243-4211.
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